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Introduction
Some centres appear to have benefited from previous exams and the feedback that
followed. Some topics such as joint ventures, MNCs and mergers/takeovers were well
understood and examples from past papers were often seen. Good answers by some
candidates indicated that they were well prepared and had clearly brought the benefit of
wider reading and study into their answers, showing a real understanding of the topics
reinforced by valid examples. Yet elsewhere, the same old mistakes and errors were
being repeated, with many candidates reproducing generic textbook answers without any
examples to give context.
As in previous exams, some candidates weakened their responses by failing to apply the
terms and theory they had been taught, preferring instead to use generalities and nonspecialist language. After two years of study, candidates really ought to be able to use the
correct terminology and apply concepts and theories as necessary.
Other problems that were seen were candidates not heeding command words and not
reading the questions carefully enough. Command words are still being ignored by a
sizeable number of candidates. Instructions to ‘Assess’ and ‘Evaluate’ mean that marks
are available for evaluation and without doing this candidates are limiting their chances of
success.
A number of candidates missed out on marks because they did not answer the question that
was set. This was a particular problem on questions 4 and 9.
Some candidates did show evidence of time pressure and only produced a limited answer
to question 9 but this seemed to be mostly due to overly long responses to the earlier
questions.
Overall though, there were many excellent responses that showed that the candidates had
responded well to the stimulus material and the questions.
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Question 1
For most candidates this was a straightforward start to the paper. Joint ventures are well
understood and this was a classic example. Most candidates correctly identified two reasons
and developed the analysis appropriately. Some responses however, were generic and did
not use any context thus limiting their marks to a maximum of 4. A small number made
assertions such as 'to increase profits' without explaining why a joint venture might have
been appropriate for this.
Context means that the response can only apply to that setting and is not a generalised
answer. Question 1 asks for reasons why Enel may have formed a joint venture with Colbun.
A response such as "To gain local knowledge and so to prevent costly mistakes due to
communication problems" may be accurate, but it could apply to any joint venture in any
country and lacks context. If it had said "To gain local knowledge and so to prevent costly
mistakes due to communication problems, because Enel is an Italian company and Colbun
is a Chilean one and understands local needs" this is unmistakably in context and cannot be
applied elsewhere.
Q1, 2, 5 & 6 do not contain evaluation marks but are marked on the assessment objectives
of knowledge, application and analysis.
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•

Knowledge – means telling the examiner a fact or reason for something, it is something
the candidate knows or has learnt.

•

Application – means that you use that knowledge in the setting (context) of the
question. This may mean applying some of the evidence from the source material or
their own knowledge.

•

Analysis – is best seen as a consequence of something happening.
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Examiner Comments

A good answer that scored all 6 marks.
A clear reason is given (1 knowledge mark), it is set into context (1 application
mark and then a reason/consquence is developed (1 analysis mark). A second
equally good reason repeats this sequence.

Examiner Tip

A definition is not needed here. The knowledge marks
are for knowing the reasons why a joint venture was
formed. There are no marks for definitions.
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Question 2
Another well answered question with most candidates showing good understanding of the
stakeholders and what the possible impacts of the HidroAysen project might be. Most scored
well on this question.
A strong answer that scored maximum marks.

Examiner Comments

Good use of context with clear understanding and full
development of analysis.

6
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This answer does describe 2 stakeholder groups but is rather brief and lacks development.
It scored 5 marks.

Examiner Comments

The first stakeholder group is identified and a possible impact given (1 knowledge
mark and one analysis mark = 2 marks). The second group is better with more
depth and has context (1 knowledge, 1 application and 1 analysis). It needs more
development of the analysis to gain the final mark.

Examiner Tip

Remember that there are two analysis marks here which
means full development of a reason/consequence or two
separate analytical points.
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Question 3
Those that scored well here did so by making good use of the stimulus material and their
own knowledge of other examples to provide context on both sides of the argument. Many
limited their marks by not providing enough context. A significant number did not read
the question carefully enough and just provided a list of ways in which MNCs might be
controlled.
Q3, 4, 7, 8 and 9 are levels of response questions with evaluation as well as the other
objectives.
Evaluation means making a judgement about something. It may entail looking at the
advantages and disadvantages or making a choice between alternatives. Good evaluation
will also involve reaching a balanced conclusion.
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Examiner Comments

A good answer with clear use of examples to provide context
for both sides of the argument. Evaluation is enhanced by the
contrast between the short and long term situation.
This response was in level 4 and scored 8 marks.

Examiner Tip

Evaluation does not have to be complex or difficult. Just remember that
when being positive about something, there will always be a drawback
that could be mentioned. If it all seems like doom and gloom there will
always be a silver lining somewhere. Remember to use phrases such as,
‘However…’ or ‘On the other hand…’ as a prompt to evaluate. It is usually
evaluation marks that lead to higher overall marks.
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Question 4
Although many candidates did well on this question, a significant number were capped in
level 3, as they gave generic textbook answers that could have applied to any multinationals
or any country. Others included some context but not always enough for both sides of the
argument. Some responses had the question completely back to front.
This answer only scored 5 marks.

Examiner Comments

There is nothing wrong with the content of the answer but it has two main
problems. Firstly it lacks any kind of context; just repeating the word Chile from the
question does not give it context. If Chile is replaced with Brazil, it still makes sense.
Secondly, it has ignored the command word 'evaluate' and is one-sided, which
means it cannot gain any of the 5 evaluation marks available in level 4.

Examiner Tip

Even if your mind goes blank and you cannot remember any examples,
there should be enough in the stimulus material that you can use.
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Question 5
Not a particularly well answered question. Specialisation in goods or services is part of
the specification, as is India. Call centres are also given as part of the teacher guidance.
It was surprising therefore, to see so many candidates apparently unaware of either
term. In addition, many chose to ignore services and discuss specialising in agriculture
or manufacturing (including Tata) instead. Others ignored the instruction to explain
'benefits to India' and talked instead about individual businesses or industries. As these
candidates ignored the question set, they did not gain credit.
A good answer scoring all 6 marks.

Examiner Tip
Examiner Comments

Clear understanding of the question and
the subject matter, in context and well
analysed.

On these type of questions always check that you have
Given what the question has asked e.g. two reasons
Stated a reason
Applied it to the context
Explained a consequence or development of the reason
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Question 6
This question clearly focused on the global marketing part of the specification and for many
a chance to link it to a well-known global brand. Although it was generally well-answered
in terms of knowledge and analysis, application was less effective in the majority of
answers. For reasons which are unclear, many candidates then launched into an assessment
of 'Thums Up' despite this having nothing to do with the question.

Examiner Comments

Good use of knowledge and analysis but lacks any context for application
marks. This could apply to any global product. Just mentioning Coca
Cola (which is in the question) is not enough. It scored 4 marks.

Examiner Tip

If this answer had some sort of reference to the brand
or product of Coca Cola e.g. the lettering, the red and
white colours or the shape of the bottle it would gain
context and application marks.
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Question 7
For the most part, this was a well answered question and the topic of mergers and
takeovers in a global context seemed to be well understood. Some candidates were able to
make relevant comments in context such as JLR complementing Tata's existing range, the
steel being useful for their vehicle production and entering the EU trade block. By way of
evaluation some candidates looked at possible clashes between Tata's traditional industries
and new ventures such as Tetley's Tea.
Unfortunately some candidates ignored the wealth of evidence available and launched into
generic prepared answers that ignored the requirements of the question.
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Examiner Comments

This response has evaluation and uses the context reasonably well.
It reaches level 4 and scores 7.
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Examiner Comments

By contrast this response has evaluation but lacks any context
and although competent enough stays in level 3 and scores 5.
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Question 8
Most candidates had a good knowledge of the potential problems facing a business when
entering a foreign market and discussed such issues as protectionism, culture clashes and
language barriers. However not many were able to make good use of context. The large
majority of candidates, who attempted to provide examples, chose US companies such as
Coca Cola or McDonalds, and so application could not be awarded in these cases. Others
ignored the command word to 'Assess' and provided a long list of potential difficulties
without any judgements as to their relative seriousness or how they might be overcome.
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Examiner Comments

A good answer that scored high level 4 and 9 marks. The candidate used a
mixture of their own knowledge and evidence from the stimulus material and
made good use of a UK firm - Tesco. Difficulties are well explained and then
a judgement is made about how much of a problem there might actually be.
What lifts it up to 9 marks is further discussion about types of products and the
relative difficulty they face when entering a foreign market.

Examiner Tip

Do read the question carefully. You do need to talk about UK
businesses but the question then says "a foreign market, such as
India". You don't have to use India but could use any other country
with which you are familiar.
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Question 9
The final question was lifted directly from the specification and gave many candidates
the chance to pull together concepts from different parts of the specification and achieve
some high marks. There were many good answers that showed clear evidence of wider
reading and a real understanding of how economic growth in India can have widely differing
impacts on different MNCs. For some it was the opportunity to increase sales and profits, for
others the threat of the growing power of Indian MNCs such as Tata. Other responses looked
at the impact that economic growth would have on wage levels and the costs of MNCs that
outsource production to India.
There were also many responses that were just generic and did not use any examples or
context which limited their marks. It really is important on this question that candidates do
apply context in order to access the full range of level 4 marks.
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Examiner Comments

A good and varied response that scored 13
marks. It uses a mixture of the stimulus material
(Tata), outside examples (Louis Vuitton) and
knowledge of India to give a balanced evaluation
of the question. A range of impacts is considered
and it is nicely rounded off with a conclusion; all
of which lifts it into high level 4.
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Examiner Tip

A conclusion can increase marks as long
as it is relevant. Try to draw the strands
of an argument together and address the
question again.

Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
•

Read the extracts carefully; 5 or 10 minutes is time well spent.

•

Work on a mark a minute as a guide.

•

Read the question carefully and take note of command words used.

•

Make sure the answer has context and is not a generic or textbook answer.

•

Use examples from your studies or from the case material provided.

•

Write clearly and succinctly.

•

Take time to plan the longer answers such as Q4, 8 & 9. If you are worried about them,
why not do them first?
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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